
Identify rooms that have escape routes. Move
there when arguments occur or if you feel unsafe
Identify a room for the children to go to when
things escalate or they feel afraid

If possible, have a phone accessible at all times
If you are in immediate danger, call 9-1-1
Know the YWCA Hotline: 1-800-500-5513
Create a code word you can text/tell trusted
friends and family when you need help

If you need to leave the home quickly, what items
do you need? Think about your phone, phone
charger, cash, identification, birth certificates,
other important documents, medication, baby
formula, diapers, comfort items likes photos or
favorite toys, and anything else you may need

Intimidation
Isolation
Denying / Blaming
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ABUSE Verbal
Emotional
Financial

Physical
Sexual
Threats

Avoid areas in the home that have weapons or
things that could be used as weapons
If able, keep weapons locked away

Avoid wearing scarves or long jewelry
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Internet browsers such as Google Chrome,
Internet Explorer, and Safari store your history
Browsing incognito on a phone or computer
means you can browse anonymously - all history
will be removed
Incognito apps are available for download for
phone and computer
Google Chrome has an option to browse
incognito: Press Ctrl+Shift+N or click the upper
right-hand corner of the browser to find the
option to open a New Incognito Window

Deleted texts and history of phone calls can still
be retrieved:

Use apps that encrypt messages, provide self-
destruct timers, and have secret browsers
Use apps disguised as other apps (such as a
calculator) to message trusted people

On the iPhone, you can hide apps by going to
Settings > General > Restrictions 
On Androids, you can hide apps by going to 
App Drawer > Home > Settings > Hide Applications
 

Use an email host different than what you
normally use. For example, if you use Gmail, use
Yahoo Mail/another email host to stay connected
When accessing your new email, use an incognito
browser or app to sign in to avoid leaving history
of your access 
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